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KEY=MAKE - MALAKI PERKINS
MANAGING COMPLICATIONS IN PREGNANCY AND CHILDBIRTH
A GUIDE FOR MIDWIVES AND DOCTORS
World Health Organization The emphasis of the manual is on rapid assessment and decision making. The clinical action steps are
based on clinical assessment with limited reliance on laboratory or other tests and most are possible in a variety of clinical settings.

MUM TO BE
GIFT JOURNAL LINED NOTEBOOK TO WRITE IN
Journal Notebook To Write In. Lined, Ruled Journal 6inx9in 100 Pages Get yourself a journal to write in. Journal your thoughts, notes,
and much more. Go to our Author page and check out our extensive range of journals with fantastic covers Keeping a Journal has
many beneﬁts Including Problem Solving Mental clariﬁcation Increasing Focus Enabling Self Discovery Reducing Stress And Many
More! Get A Journal Today!

DO CHOCOLATE LOVERS HAVE SWEETER BABIES?
THE SURPRISING SCIENCE OF PREGNANCY
Simon and Schuster Brain Candy for expectant parents! Pregnancy is an adventure. Lots of books tell you the basics—“the baby is the
size of [insert fruit here].” But pregnant science writer Jena Pincott began to wonder just how a baby might tinker with her body—and
vice versa—and chased down answers to the questions she wouldn’t ask her doctor, such as: • Does stress sharpen your baby’s
mind—or dull it? • Can you predict your baby’s temperament? • Why are babies born in the darker months of the year more likely to
grow up to be novelty-loving risk takers? • Are bossy, dominant women more likely to have boys? • How can the cells left behind by
your baby aﬀect you years later? This is a diﬀerent kind of pregnancy book—thoughtful, fun, and ﬁlled with information you won’t ﬁnd
anywhere else.

HEALTHY BEGINNINGS
GUIDANCE ON SAFE MATERNITY AT WORK
International Labour Organization Improving maternal health and reducing child mortality are among the eight UN Millennium
Development Goals. This publication contains guidance on maternity protection in the workplace, focusing on measures that can be
taken to establish a decent workplace and to identify workplace risks. The starting point is the Maternity Protection Convention (No.
183), adopted by the International Labour Conference in 2000 and its accompanying Recommendation (No. 191). The guide is
intended for general use as a reference tool for employers, workers, trade union leaders, occupation health and safety advisors,
labour inspectors and others involved in workplace health and maternity protection.

WAITING IN WONDER
GROWING IN FAITH WHILE YOU'RE EXPECTING
Thomas Nelson Pregnancy is a joyful journey, and Waiting in Wonder helps you celebrate and journal your way through this special
time while growing closer to God. From the time you discover you're expecting until the moment you hold that baby in your arms, this
devotional journal helps you treasure God and record your emotions, prayers, and dreams for your baby.

FAIR SOCIETY, HEALTHY LIVES
Olschki

EXPECTANT PRAYERS FOR EXPECTANT MOTHERS
Xulon Press Day-by-day guide from planning pregnancy to delivery. Featuring over 260 engaging and interactive prayers formatted
with a daily topic, verse, devotional, and journal tip. A book worth experiencing!

A MODEST PROPOSAL
POPULAR BOOKS BY JONATHAN SWIFT : ALL TIMES BESTSELLER DEMANDING BOOKS
BEYOND BOOKS HUB A Modest Proposal for Preventing the Children of Poor People From Being a Burthen to Their Parents or Country,
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and for Making Them Beneﬁcial to the Publick, commonly referred to as A Modest Proposal, is a Juvenalian satirical essay written and
published anonymously by Jonathan Swift in 1729. Swift suggests that the impoverished Irish might ease their economic troubles by
selling their children as food for rich gentlemen and ladies. This satirical hyperbole mocks heartless attitudes towards the poor, as well
as Irish policy in general.

MY BOOK OF FIRSTS
MATERNAL DEATH AND PREGNANCY-RELATED MORBIDITY AMONG INDIGENOUS WOMEN OF MEXICO AND
CENTRAL AMERICA
AN ANTHROPOLOGICAL, EPIDEMIOLOGICAL, AND BIOMEDICAL APPROACH
Springer This ambitious sourcebook surveys both the traditional basis for and the present state of indigenous women’s reproductive
health in Mexico and Central America. Noted practitioners, specialists, and researchers take an interdisciplinary approach to analyze
the multiple barriers for access and care to indigenous women that had been complicated by longstanding gender inequities, poverty,
stigmatization, lack of education, war, obstetrical violence, and diﬀerences in language and customs, all of which contribute to
unnecessary maternal morbidity and mortality. Emphasis is placed on indigenous cultures and folkways—from traditional midwives
and birth attendants to indigenous botanical medication and traditional healing and spiritual practices—and how they may eﬀectively
coexist with modern biomedical care. Throughout these chapters, the main theme is clear: the rights of indigenous women to
culturally respective reproductive health care and a successful pregnancy leading to the birth of healthy children. A sampling of the
topics: Motherhood and modernization in a Yucatec village Maternal morbidity and mortality in Honduran Miskito communities Solitary
birth and maternal mortality among the Rarámuri of Northern Mexico Maternal morbidity and mortality in the rural Triﬁno region of
Guatemala The traditional Ngäbe-Buglé midwives of Panama Characterizations of maternal death among Mayan women in Yucatan,
Mexico Unintended pregnancy, unsafe abortion, and unmet need in Guatemala Maternal Death and Pregnancy-Related Morbidity
Among Indigenous Women of Mexico and Central America is designed for anthropologists and other social scientists, physicians,
nurses and midwives, public health specialists, epidemiologists, global health workers, international aid organizations and NGOs,
governmental agencies, administrators, policy-makers, and others involved in the planning and implementation of maternal and
reproductive health care of indigenous women in Mexico and Central America, and possibly other geographical areas.

DEMOCRACY AND EDUCATION
Read Books Ltd This antiquarian volume contains a comprehensive treatise on democracy and education, being an introduction to the
'philosophy of education'. Written in clear, concise language and full of interesting expositions and thought-provoking assertions, this
volume will appeal to those with an interest in the role of education in society, and it would make for a great addition to collections of
allied literature. The chapters of this book include: 'Education as a Necessity of Life'; 'Education as a Social Function'; 'Education as
Direction'; 'Education as Growth'; 'Preparation, Unfolding, and Formal Discipline'; 'Education as Conservative and Progressive'; 'The
Democratic Conception in Education'; 'Aims in Education', etcetera. We are republishing this vintage book now complete with a new
prefatory biography of the author.

THE BUMP BOOK OF LISTS FOR PREGNANCY AND BABY
CHECKLISTS AND TIPS FOR A VERY SPECIAL NINE MONTHS
Potter Style From the #1 website and lifestyle destination for pregnant women and new moms, The Bump, this portable paperback
oﬀers every list, every question to ask, and tip that moms-to-be need to plan and prepare for baby’s arrival. The Bump is the most
trusted site for moms-to-be and new mothers, and now, Carley Roney and the editors of The Bump present the essential collection of
checklists, timelines, and other organizational tools for the nine months before, and the weeks right after, baby's birth. The Bump
Book of Baby Lists covers the practical and fun details of every month of pregnancy, including the questions to ask your doctor, what
you need for the nursery, how to set up a birth plan, and more. With lines for jotting notes on the go, this portable paperback travels
everywhere with the parents-to-be, making the what-to-do, how, and when of pregnancy planning much less stressful.

EXERCISING THROUGH YOUR PREGNANCY
Addicus Books Examining the eﬀects of exercise on women and their babies, this book presents case studies of women who exercised
regularly before, during, and after pregnancy. The book provides guidelines for exercise plans that safely fulﬁll a mother's needs
during diﬀerent phases of pregnancy, answering such questions as, How does exercise beneﬁt the mother? How does exercise aﬀect
growth of the fetus? What is the eﬀect of exercise on milk production? Does exercise limit weight gain during pregnancy? What is the
right amount of exercise? What are the dos and don'ts of exercising when pregnant? When should exercise be avoided? How late into
pregnancy can you exercise? and What should be the exercise regimen after giving birth? Updated to include the latest scientiﬁc
information on staying ﬁt during pregnancy and emphasize appropriate exercises, this new edition thoroughly describes the changes
that happen to the mother while she’s pregnant and how both she and the child can beneﬁt through exercise.

THE PREGNANCY ENCYCLOPEDIA
ALL YOUR QUESTIONS ANSWERED
Dorling Kindersley Ltd Just discovered you're pregnant? Feeling a little bit lost? The Pregnancy Encyclopedia has the answers to all
your questions, including the ones you haven't even thought of yet. Top experts in the ﬁeld oﬀer up encyclopedic knowledge of
absolutely everything you need to know relating to pregnancy and birth, from trying for a baby right through to caring for your
newborn up to 3 months and everything in between. Set out in an accessible question-and-answer format so you can ﬁnd the answer
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to your burning questions, including information on morning sickness, c-sections, breastfeeding, baby clothes and even a due date
calculator. Arranged by theme, so you can ﬁnd the information you need regardless of what stage of pregnancy you are at, while
being able to dip into a section or devour the whole encyclopedia. The Pregnancy Encyclopedia is the trusted back-up you need at one
of the most important times in your life.

INCIDENTS IN THE LIFE OF A SLAVE GIRL (EASYREAD SUPER LARGE 20PT EDITION)
ReadHowYouWant.com Books for All Kinds of Readers Read HowYouWant oﬀers the widest selection of on-demand, accessible format
editions on the market today. Our 7 diﬀerent sizes of EasyRead are optimized by increasing the font size and spacing between the
words and the letters. We partner with leading publishers around the globe. Our goal is to have accessible editions simultaneously
released with publishers' new books so that all readers can have access to the books they want to read. To ﬁnd more books in your
format visit www.readhowyouwant.com

SOCIAL MEDIA IN INDUSTRIAL CHINA
UCL Press Life outside the mobile phone is unbearable.’ Lily, 19, factory worker. Described as the biggest migration in human history,
an estimated 250 million Chinese people have left their villages in recent decades to live and work in urban areas. Xinyuan Wang
spent 15 months living among a community of these migrants in a small factory town in southeast China to track their use of social
media. It was here she witnessed a second migration taking place: a movement from oﬄine to online. As Wang argues, this is not
simply a convenient analogy but represents the convergence of two phenomena as profound and consequential as each other, where
the online world now provides a home for the migrant workers who feel otherwise ‘homeless’. Wang’s fascinating study explores the
full range of preconceptions commonly held about Chinese people – their relationship with education, with family, with politics, with
‘home’ – and argues why, for this vast population, it is time to reassess what we think we know about contemporary China and the
evolving role of social media.

EXPECTING BETTER
WHY THE CONVENTIONAL PREGNANCY WISDOM IS WRONG AND WHAT YOU REALLY NEED TO KNOW
Hachette UK FREAKONOMICS meets WHAT TO EXPECT WHEN YOU'RE EXPECTING in this groundbreaking guidebook. Award-winning
Emily Oster debunks myths about pregnancy to empower women while they're expecting. Pregnancy is full of rules. Pregnant women
are often treated as if they were children, given long lists of items to avoid-alcohol, caﬀeine, sushi- without any real explanation from
their doctors about why. They hear frightening and contradictory myths about everything from weight gain to sleeping on your back to
bed rest from friends and pregnancy books. In EXPECTING BETTER, Oster shows that the information given to pregnant women is
sometimes wrong and almost always oversimpliﬁed. When Oster was expecting her ﬁrst child, she felt powerless to make the right
decisions for her pregnancy so Oster drew on her own experience and went in search of the real facts about pregnancy using an
economist's tools. Economics is the science of determining value and making informed decisions. To make a good decision, you need
to understand the information available to you and to know what it means to you as an individual. EXPECTING BETTER overturns
standard recommendations for alcohol, caﬀeine, sushi, bed rest, and induction while putting in context the blanket guidelines for fetal
testing, weight gain, risks of pregnancy over the age of thirty-ﬁve, and nausea, among others. Oster oﬀers the real-world advice one
would never get at the doctor's oﬃce. Knowing that the health of your baby is paramount, readers can know more and worry less.
Having the numbers is a tremendous relief-and so is the occasional glass of wine. This groundbreaking guidebook is as fascinating as
it is practical.

GUIDED GRIEF REMEMBRANCE JOURNAL
A HANDBOOK AND KEEPSAKE TO HELP YOU HEAL WITH JOYOUS MEMORIES
2nd Edition with new astrology artwork

THE MOMMY MD GUIDE TO PREGNANCY AND BIRTH
MORE THAN 900 TIPS THAT 60 DOCTORS WHO ARE ALSO MOTHERS USE DURING THEIR OWN PREGNANCIES
AND BIRTHS
Oﬀers more than nine hundred practical tips from sixty doctors who are also mothers and includes when-to-call-the doctor sidebars
and product recommendations.

TWO MOMS ARE BETTER THAN ONE
LESBIAN PREGNANCY JOURNAL FOR MOMMIES - BEST WEEK BY WEEK DIARY BOOK WITH PRENATAL
CHECKLISTS, GUIDED PROMPTS, LOVE LETTERS TO BABY, AND MUCH MORE
This beautiful pregnancy journal is geared towards two mommies. The wording of the guided prompts and questions include both
mommies in this wonderful experience. It is the perfect gift for the new mommies-to-be, or even for experienced moms who want a
way to record their memories of each pregnancy as a keepsake for each of their children when they are older. This is the perfect
keepsake gift to capture the memories of your pregnancy forever, so that you can all revisit it in years to come. This pregnancy
memory journal contains prompts and questions to help you record everything about your pregnancy. The size 8.5" X 11" pages
provide you with plenty of room to write your answers to the guided prompts. The cover is beautiful with a cute gender-neutral
interior. Examples of the types of pages you will ﬁnd inside this beautiful journal include: Pregnancy Journal Pages to record when you
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ﬁrst found out you were pregnant plus space to record Weeks 4 - 41 (just in case you're overdue!) of the pregnancy 3 journal pages to
summarize each of your trimesters Space for both mommies to write "My First Love Letter to My Baby" Space for listing your Baby
Name Ideas "Growing a Healthy Baby Meal Planner" Foods/Drinks to Avoid & Ones to Add to Your Shopping List BONUS: Exercise
During Pregnancy - Questions that Need Answering Newborn Baby Shopping List Maternity Hospital Bag Checklist for pregnant
mommy and her mommy partner Record of Our Prenatal Appointments Our Baby Shower My Sonogram Photos Fetal Movements
Tracking Charts Our Birth Plan Nursery Room Ideas Our Family Tree (includes both mommies) Important Pre-Birth Questions &
Considerations The Birth This journal makes a great gift or memory keepsake that the new mommies-to-be will treasure for years.
Make the decision to record the memories of your pregnancy, and you will always be grateful that you did. This is something you can
also share with your child in years to come.

THE FEMININE MYSTIQUE
W. W. Norton & Company Released for the ﬁrst time in paperback, this landmark social and political volume on feminism is credited
with being responsible for raising awareness, liberating both sexes, and triggering major advances in the feminist movement. Reprint.

POCKET BOOK OF HOSPITAL CARE FOR CHILDREN
GUIDELINES FOR THE MANAGEMENT OF COMMON CHILDHOOD ILLNESSES
World Health Organization The Pocket Book is for use by doctors nurses and other health workers who are responsible for the care of
young children at the ﬁrst level referral hospitals. This second edition is based on evidence from several WHO updated and published
clinical guidelines. It is for use in both inpatient and outpatient care in small hospitals with basic laboratory facilities and essential
medicines. In some settings these guidelines can be used in any facilities where sick children are admitted for inpatient care. The
Pocket Book is one of a series of documents and tools that support the Integrated Managem.

THIS IS GOING TO HURT
NOW A MAJOR BBC COMEDY-DRAMA
Pan Macmillan Now A Major BBC Series Starring Ben Whishaw. The multi-million copy bestseller and Book of the Year at The National
Book Awards. ‘Painfully funny. The pain and the funniness somehow add up to something entirely good, entirely noble and entirely
loveable.' - Stephen Fry Welcome to the life of a junior doctor: 97-hour weeks, life and death decisions, a constant tsunami of bodily
ﬂuids, and the hospital parking meter earns more than you. Scribbled in secret after endless days, sleepless nights and missed
weekends, Adam Kay's This is Going to Hurt provides a no-holds-barred account of his time on the NHS front line. Hilarious, horrifying
and heartbreaking, this diary is everything you wanted to know – and more than a few things you didn't – about life on and oﬀ the
hospital ward. Sunday Times Number One Bestseller for over eight months and winner of a record FOUR National Book Awards: Book
of the Year, Non-Fiction Book of the Year, New Writer of the Year and Zoe Ball Book Club Book of the Year. This edition includes extra
diary entries and an afterword by the author.

BOY
TALES OF CHILDHOOD
Random House Presents humorous anecdotes from the author's childhood which includes summer vacations in Norway and an English
boarding school.

THE PLAGUE YEAR
AMERICA IN THE TIME OF COVID
Penguin UK 'A virtuoso feat ... a book of panoramic breadth' New York Times Book Review 'A devastating analysis ... Wright is a master
of knitting together complex narratives' The Observer Just as Lawrence Wright's The Looming Tower became the deﬁning account of
our century's ﬁrst devastating event, 9/11, so The Plague Year will become the deﬁning account of the second. The story starts with
the initial moments of Covid's appearance in Wuhan and ends with Joseph Biden's inauguration in an America ravaged by well over
400,000 deaths - a mortality already some ten times worse than US combat deaths in the entire Vietnam War. This is an anguished,
furious memorial to a year in which all of America's great strengths - its scientiﬁc knowledge, its great civic and intellectual
institutions, its spirit of voluntarism and community - were brought low, not by a terrifying new illness alone, but by political
incompetence and cynicism on a scale for which there has been no precedent. With insight, sympathy, clarity and rage, The Plague
Year allows the reader to see the unfolding of this great tragedy, talking with individuals on the front line, bringing together many
moving and surprising stories and painting a devastating picture of a country literally and fatally misled. 'Maddening and sobering - as
comprehensive an account of the ﬁrst year of the pandemic as we've yet seen' Kirkus

NATURAL PREGNANCY GUIDE: EMPOWERING MOMS TO MAKE HEALTHY CHOICES
A simple guide to pregnancy--explore the birth experience that's a natural ﬁt for you Learn how to create the healthiest environment
for your baby by eliminating potentially harmful habits and substances from your body and your surroundings wherever possible. This
book is your safe, science-backed guide to deciding what your individual pregnancy and birth plan will look like--whether you want to
give birth in a hospital, at home, or in a birthing center. Find practical, actionable advice for all pregnant women about practices like
essential oil therapy, plant-based nutrition, relaxation techniques, and pregnancy-safe exercises--along with guidance for when it's
best to stick with traditional medicine--so you can develop your own unique pregnancy and childbirth experience. The Natural
Pregnancy Guide includes advice about: One size does not ﬁt all--Explore both medicated and non-medicated birth plans, detailing the
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pros and cons of each, and the circumstances that may shape your decisions. Cleansing your system--Discover gentle ways to "detox"
by making healthy choices about personal care products and avoiding or eliminating toxins in your living and working spaces. A multipart approach--Learn the importance of establishing healthy habits before moving on to speciﬁc guidance for managing the challenges
you may encounter during your pregnancy. This companion book will guide you through each step of your pregnancy consciously and
safely--just as nature intended.

SOPHIE'S WORLD
Hachette UK The international bestseller about life, the universe and everything. When 14-year-old Sophie encounters a mysterious
mentor who introduces her to philosophy, mysteries deepen in her own life. Why does she keep getting postcards addressed to
another girl? Who is the other girl? And who, for that matter, is Sophie herself? To solve the riddle, she uses her new knowledge of
philosophy, but the truth is far stranger than she could have imagined. A phenomenal worldwide bestseller, SOPHIE'S WORLD sets out
to draw teenagers into the world of Socrates, Descartes, Spinoza, Hegel and all the great philosophers. A brilliantly original and
fascinating story with many twists and turns, it raises profound questions about the meaning of life and the origin of the universe.

BABY'S JOURNAL
Little Simon Baby's Journal recorded by mother and father.

THE ETHICS OF ABORTION
WOMEN'S RIGHTS, HUMAN LIFE, AND THE QUESTION OF JUSTICE
Routledge Appealing to reason rather than religious belief, this book is the most comprehensive case against the choice of abortion
yet published. The Ethics of Abortion critically evaluates all the major grounds for denying fetal personhood, including the views of
those who defend not only abortion but also infanticide. It also provides several (non-theological) justiﬁcations for the conclusion that
all human beings, including those in utero, should be respected as persons. This book also critiques the view that abortion is not
wrong even if the human fetus is a person. The Ethics of Abortion examines hard cases for those who are prolife, such as abortion in
cases of rape or in order to save the mother’s life, as well as hard cases for defenders of abortion, such as sex selection abortion and
the rationale for being “personally opposed” but publically supportive of abortion. It concludes with a discussion of whether artiﬁcial
wombs might end the abortion debate. Answering the arguments of defenders of abortion, this book provides reasoned justiﬁcation
for the view that all intentional abortions are morally wrong and that doctors and nurses who object to abortion should not be forced
to act against their consciences.

THE DIVING POOL
Random House Beautiful, twisted and brilliant - discover Yoko Ogawa. A lonely teenage girl falls in love with her foster-brother as she
watches him leap from a high diving board into a pool - sparking an unspoken infatuation that draws out darker possibilities. A young
woman records the daily moods of her pregnant sister in a diary, but rather than a story of growth the diary reveals a more sinister
tale of greed and repulsion. Driven by nostalgia, a woman visits her old college dormitory on the outskirts of Tokyo. There she ﬁnds an
isolated world shadowed by decay, haunted by absent students and the disturbing ﬁgure of the crippled caretaker.

THE BRAIN THAT CHANGES ITSELF
STORIES OF PERSONAL TRIUMPH FROM THE FRONTIERS OF BRAIN SCIENCE
Penguin UK An introduction to the science of neuroplasticity recounts the case stories of patients with mental limitations or brain
damage whose seemingly unalterable conditions were improved through treatments that involved the thought re-alteration of brain
structure.

MOTHERS IN EXILE
MATERNITY EXPERIENCES OF ASYLUM SEEKERS IN ENGLAND
Includes statistics.

THE PREGNANT ENTREPRENEUR
The Pregnant Entrepreneur is the essential how-to guide for combining pregnancy with running or starting your own business.
Although many books for new moms discuss going back to work in a corporation, and just as many cover staying home for those who
choose that option, there were no books oﬀering advice to entrepreneurs who become pregnant...until now.From cribs to cash ﬂow,
from style to staﬃng, from maternity leave to marketing plans, this book oﬀers encouragement and practical advice for succeeding as
a pregnant entrepreneur. Inside is a wealth of strategies for balancing small business and family life, including tips on building a
support team, ﬁnancing maternity leave, and a one page business plan for busy moms-to-be.

THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO CHOOSING A MEDICAL SPECIALTY
McGraw Hill Professional The ﬁrst medical specialty selection guide written by residents for students! Provides an inside look at the
issues surrounding medical specialty selection, blending ﬁrst-hand knowledge with useful facts and statistics, such as salary
information, employment data, and match statistics. Focuses on all the major specialties and features ﬁrsthand portrayals of each by
current residents. Also includes a guide to personality characteristics that are predominate with practitioners of each specialty. “A
terriﬁc mixture of objective information as well as factual data make this book an easy, informative, and interesting read.” --Review
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from a 4th year Medical Student

WHAT WORKS IN GIRLS' EDUCATION
EVIDENCE FOR THE WORLD'S BEST INVESTMENT
Brookings Institution Press Hard-headed evidence on why the returns from investing in girls are so high that no nation or family can
aﬀord not to educate their girls. Gene Sperling, author of the seminal 2004 report published by the Council on Foreign Relations, and
Rebecca Winthrop, director of the Center for Universal Education, have written this deﬁnitive book on the importance of girls’
education. As Malala Yousafzai expresses in her foreword, the idea that any child could be denied an education due to poverty,
custom, the law, or terrorist threats is just wrong and unimaginable. More than 1,000 studies have provided evidence that high-quality
girls’ education around the world leads to wide-ranging returns: Better outcomes in economic areas of growth and incomes Reduced
rates of infant and maternal mortality Reduced rates of child marriage Reduced rates of the incidence of HIV/AIDS and malaria
Increased agricultural productivity Increased resilience to natural disasters Women’s empowerment What Works in Girls’ Education is
a compelling work for both concerned global citizens, and any academic, expert, nongovernmental organization (NGO) staﬀ member,
policymaker, or journalist seeking to dive into the evidence and policies on girls’ education.

LAMB TO THE SLAUGHTER (A ROALD DAHL SHORT STORY)
Penguin UK Lamb to the Slaughter is a short, sharp, chilling story from Roald Dahl, the master of the shocking tale. In Lamb to the
Slaughter, Roald Dahl, one of the world's favourite authors, tells a twisted story about the darker side of human nature. Here, a wife
serves up a dish that utterly baﬄes the police . . . Lamb to the Slaughter is taken from the short story collection Someone Like You,
which includes seventeen other devious and shocking stories, featuring the two men who make an unusual and chilling wager over
the provenance of a bottle of wine; a curious machine that reveals the horrifying truth about plants; the man waiting to be bitten by
the venomous snake asleep on his stomach; and others. 'The absolute master of the twist in the tale.' (Observer ) This story is also
available as a Penguin digital audio download read by Juliet Stevenson. Roald Dahl, the brilliant and worldwide acclaimed author of
Charlie and the Chocolate Factory, James and the Giant Peach, Matilda, and many more classics for children, also wrote scores of short
stories for adults. These delightfully disturbing tales have often been ﬁlmed and were most recently the inspiration for the West End
play, Roald Dahl's Twisted Tales by Jeremy Dyson. Roald Dahl's stories continue to make readers shiver today.

THE JOURNALS OF SYLVIA PLATH
Anchor Sylvia Plath began keeping a diary as a young child. By the time she was at Smith College, when this book begins, she had
settled into a nearly daily routine with her journal, which was also a sourcebook for her writing. Plath once called her journal her
“Sargasso,” her repository of imagination, “a litany of dreams, directives, and imperatives,” and in fact these pages contain the germs
of most of her work. Plath’s ambitions as a writer were urgent and ultimately all-consuming, requiring of her a heat, a fantastic chaos,
even a violence that burned straight through her. The intensity of this struggle is rendered in her journal with an unsparing clarity,
revealing both the frequent desperation of her situation and the bravery with which she faced down her demons. Written in
electrifying prose, The Journals of Sylvia Plath provide unique insight, and are essential reading for all those who have been moved
and fascinated by Plath’s life and work.

STARTING STRONG ENGAGING YOUNG CHILDREN LESSONS FROM RESEARCH ABOUT QUALITY IN EARLY
CHILDHOOD EDUCATION AND CARE
LESSONS FROM RESEARCH ABOUT QUALITY IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION AND CARE
OECD Publishing The ﬁrst years of life lay the foundations for a child’s future development and learning. Reﬂecting on the important
role of early childhood education and care (ECEC) services in providing all children with the skills they need to be successful in school,
many countries have increased their ...

THE SEVEN PRINCIPLES FOR MAKING MARRIAGE WORK
Harmony Drawing on groundbreaking research into the dynamics of healthy relationships, a study of the basic principles that make up
a happy, long-lasting marriage shares easy-to-understand, helpful advice on how to cope with such issues as work, children, money,
sex, and stress. 35,000 ﬁrst printing. Tour.

THE DIARY OF A YOUNG GIRL
Anchor THE DEFINITIVE EDITION • Discovered in the attic in which she spent the last years of her life, Anne Frank’s remarkable diary
has since become a world classic—a powerful reminder of the horrors of war and an eloquent testament to the human spirit. Updated
for the 75th Anniversary of the Diary’s ﬁrst publication with a new introduction by Nobel Prize–winner Nadia Murad “The single most
compelling personal account of the Holocaust ... remains astonishing and excruciating.”—The New York Times Book Review In 1942,
with Nazis occupying Holland, a thirteen-year-old Jewish girl and her family ﬂed their home in Amsterdam and went into hiding. For the
next two years, until their whereabouts were betrayed to the Gestapo, they and another family lived cloistered in the “Secret Annex”
of an old oﬃce building. Cut oﬀ from the outside world, they faced hunger, boredom, the constant cruelties of living in conﬁned
quarters, and the ever-present threat of discovery and death. In her diary Anne Frank recorded vivid impressions of her experiences
during this period. By turns thoughtful, moving, and amusing, her account oﬀers a fascinating commentary on human courage and
frailty and a compelling self-portrait of a sensitive and spirited young woman whose promise was tragically cut short.
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